
16069: "a quite sunny autumn almost feeling like summer when in utrecht and 

visiting gent in belgium but then also experiencing a turn of the weather while in 

breda and finally going to beautiful italy experiencing the summer there walking 

on the east coast of the iseo lake and also feeling very nice weather back in 

sweden which was rainy at first but then got nice while visiting gothenburg to 

then get worst again back in stockholm with occasional nice days"

18065: "a month with some wind experiences particularly while walking alone in 

breda and during a night spent on a hostel right next to the iseo lake with the 

wind almost reaping off the windows and at last experiencing peace till coming 

back to sweden and feeling allot of wind while in the antroposophic center of 

järna with august playing against the wind and recording allot of changes and 

finally mostly experiencing an autumn wind bringing down the leaves from the trees 

while in gothenburg particularly exploring high positions such as the forts on top 

of the many small hills"

14087: "a month spent mostly in the netherlands getting however several jesus 

related ideas but also spending a nice and sunny day in berlin getting several 

ideas there particularly also walking alone in the city and exploring extensively 

the suburbs before occupying more my brain with work related issues"

14088: "ideas probably also much influenced by my time spent with myrthe and away 

from her back in sweden feeling a bit frustrated of our distance and getting ideas 

from the ugly urban reality like the many charity asking gypsies but then also at 

last getting ideas going for a week in venice and checking the biennial there 

while also walking with myrthe around and also getting ideas simply by flying with 

airplanes"

12090: "a month with still a lot of killing in the middle east particularly now 

that also the americans are bombing the islamic state advance and despite this 

also allot of dead people in africa where the ebola is spreading and even other 

natural calamities killing in the rest of the world"

04058: "a nice month with several exciting things like buying a new car and 

spending very nice weekends with august exploring the nature and getting the last 

autumn sun as well as spending a very nice weekend with myrthe in gothenburg 

despite feeling a bit disturbed by her friend renate and then also keeping feeling 

very happy about the new land in italy despite having a bit of troubles sleeping 

because of my bad back and finally really enjoying a car trip with myrthe all the 

way to the netherlands and feeling very cheerful with her but one bad day feeling 

shit for sleeping to little and being in the gray weather here alone"

15058: "nice air quality in sweden particularly on the west coast where i spent a 

nice short holiday to then be much indoor in my apartment with the rain out not 

really exposed to traffic but finally getting quite some traffic getting stuck in 

traffic jams on my way out of august's place and also on a two days trip with



myrthe by car to the netherland smelling gases while sleeping at a gas station in 

a rainy night and then going through big a trafficked city like hamburg and at 

last smelling good air in utrecht aside for some bad air at the mechanic and then 

on the plane on my way back to sweden"

13094: "a good amount of films shot in public spaces first of all in golden italy 

around the iseo lake while attempting to find a land to buy there and then back to 

gray sweden finding otherwise a nice weather on the west coast and film much there 

to later go back to the east coast and make some filming of public spaces making 

small excursions with august and also going back to his grandparents' city in 

uppsala and visiting the nice viking burial ground there to then drive away from 

sweden with myrthe and ending up visiting some interesting places like bremen in 

germany and later zwolle in the netherlands and there also extensively exploring 

den haag for the first time finding quite dreadful public spaces there to then 

explore the more gracious ones in delft"

02127: "a period alternating many dreams and little dreams due to traveling but 

nonetheless having many dreams related to my new land in italy bringing back the 

landscape to my dreams as well as my parents and also having violent dreams due to 

a few times i went training karate at the university where i also got badly 

influenced from the working environment and also getting dreams related to my new 

car and the trips i made with it giving back a landscape to my dreaming and 

finally getting influenced from a few movies watched with my kid particularly 

animation movies making certain of my dreams bizarre" 

10064: "a period spent in berlin meeting a lot of artist people such as some 

students from zurich but also a curator from taiwan and a few russian and african 

actors who i saw at a play as well as a weird girl from the philippines and a 

solar girl from spain who kept rather poor in berlin and then back in sweden a 

russian scholar"

01130: "a month spent initially in gothenburg exploring the city alone and with 

myrthe but not doing many indoor activities as we were hosted by her friend and 

then moving back to stockholm doing a lot of car related activities there such as 

removing the rust on the door of my new van and cleaning inside as well as doing a 

lot of office related activities also arranging to buy a land in the alps and 

finally driving all the way with myrthe to the netherlands and mostly driving 

unable to do many activities but then coming back to stockholm and working hard to 

finish the show room in my bedroom doing mostly electronic connections on various 

installed devices"

03071: "an intense period of songs started in italy at my parents place first 

going to buy a pair of english shoes listening to english love songs and later 

listening to my little nephew anna who has been transmitted the tradition of my 

grandfather bruno mountain songs and later listening to a lot of songs during my 

old best friend francesco's wedding even listening to old disco songs from our



youth and then also listening to different songs while walking around milan and 

also back to sweden at my university gym where a new radio has been installed to 

then finally going to gothenburg and meeting myrthe there and hearing her singing 

a lot of songs to me"

16070: "A month finally experiencing the coming of the winter with the first 

nights of minus degrees and a period of warmth experienced going down in a lot of 

rain to the netherlands by car and then coming back to sweden and experiencing a 

few very sunny and bright days before the weather got bad again and at last even 

snowed while i was staying with august at his mother's place."

05069:  "quite some  walking  this month now that  i  drove  my van down  to the 

netherlands with myrthe taking minor walks in small german towns and bremen but 

also in zwolle and lastly visiting the ugly city of den haag as well as the cute 

city of delft and just walking a lot in utrecht mostly to park the car without 

paying before at last coming back to sweden and having august for quite some time 

and doing quite some walking with him particularly in sodertalje and quite a lot 

also in his island but mostly to do grocery and take the metro without the proper 

ticket as i used to do when i had little money"


